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Introduction:  The polar Moon became the prima-

ry goal for space exploration since the discovers of 
frozen water and other volatiles in the shallow subsur-
face around the North and South poles (e.g. see [1]). 
There are two reasons for that. The first, this volatile 
substance, at least partially, were delivered to the 
Moon by comets and asteroids, which are natural sam-
ples of the proto-stellar cloud of the Solar system. 
Studying these samples, one investigates the origin of 
our planetary system, of our Earth, and, the most intri-
guing, of the life. The second, water is the useful lunar 
resource for supporting the future human missions. 
Searching for water-rich permafrost is the necessary 
step for creation of future settlements on the Moon. 

The mission of Luna-25 (Fig. 1) is the first one of 
the initial stage of the Russian lunar exploration pro-
gram, which includes the sequence of the robotic pre-
cursors for the future human missions to the explora-
tion site, named as Lunar Polygon, at the vicinity of 
the South pole. The name of the mission is inherited 
from the last mission Luna-24 for lunar soil return of 
the Soviet lunar program in 1976. There are two objec-
tives of the mission: 

(1) to study composition of the polar regolith, and  
(2) to  study the plasma and dust components of 

the lunar polar exosphere. 
Scientific payload: There are six scientific instru-

ments onboard the spacecraft: 
ADRON-LR gamma-ray and neutron spectrometer 

will measure the content of water and the composition 
of soil constituting elements in the shallow subsurface 
by the method of active neutron sensing.  

ARIES-L detector of charge particles and neutrals 
will measure composition and dynamic of particles of 
the polar exosphere.  

LIS-TV-RPM infra-red spectrometer will measure 
the content of H2O/OH molecules in the upper most 
layer of the surface. 

LASMA-LR mass spectrometer will measure com-
position of the soil by the method of laser ablation.  

PML detector will measure the mass distribution 
and dynamic properties of dust particles in the polar 
exosphere. 

STS-L is the imaging system to make the panoram-
ic view around the lander and also to make the stereo 
image of the exploration field in the vicinity of the  
lander. 

The spacecraft is equipped by the Lunar Robotic 
Arm (LRA) to remove the upper most layer of regolith 
for LIS-TV-RPM observations and to deliver the sam-
ples of the soil to LASMA-LR receiving plates. 

Also, the spacecraft has onboard the technology 
testing instrument PILOT-D contributed by ESA. It 
includes the imaging optical camera, which should 
operate during the descending and landing to provide 
the reference data for the future system PILOT for high 
accuracy and safe landing of the Russian lander Luna-
27. The PILOT will also be contributed by ESA.     

 
Figure 1. The general view of the spacecraft Luna-25.  
 
    Landing sites: Two landing sites are selected for the 
mission: the main landing site (MLS) and the reserved  
landing site (RLS).  Two kinds of criteria were used for 
selection: the engineering requirements (limitations for 
slops, roughness, illumination, communication etc.) 
and scientific expectations. The LEND mapping data 
for water content [2] was used for selection together 
with data of LOLA and LROC instruments of NASA 
LRO mission [3]. These landing sites have coordinates 
69.55°S and 43.54°E for MLS and 68.77°S and 
21.21°E for RLS [4].     
     Discussion: The mission Luna-25 is scheduled for 
launch in the second half of 2021 with the planned 
operational period of 1 year. After Luna-25, next mis-
sion is the polar orbiter Luna-26 with the main objec-
tive to perform the global mapping of the Moon. The 
next polar lander is Luna-27, which will be able to land 
closer to the South pole with sub-km accuracy due to 
operations of PILOT system (see above). Also, the 
Luna-27 lander will have the drilling and analytical 
suit  PROSPECT contributed by ESA, which will be 
able to get samples of soil for analysis from the depth 
of about 1 meter.  
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